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Sam Houston vs Mirabeau B. Lamar

Read the statements below and then decide whether they describe Sam Houston or Mirabeau B. Lamar. Once you think you have it figured out, copy the statements into the Venn diagram on pg. 1.

Careful! Some of the statements apply to both Sam Houston and Mirabeau B. Lamar, so make sure to put them in the middle of the diagram where both circles overlap.

- First President of the Republic of Texas
- Moved the capital of Texas
- Third President of the Republic of Texas
- Moved the Capital of Texas to Austin
- Did NOT want Texas to become part of the United States
- Second President of the Republic of Texas
- Tried to live peacefully with Native Americans
- President of the Republic of Texas
- Father of Texas Education
- Tried to make Native Americans leave Texas
- Wanted Texas to join the United States
- Moved the Capital of Texas to Houston & Washington on the Brazos